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ABSTRACT 
Let U be an arbitrary absolutely convex open subset of a complex Banach space E and let F be a 
Banach algebra with identity. The spectrum of the algebra Hb( U, F) of the holomorphic mappings 
from U into F which are bounded on the U-bounded subsets of U is studied in case E’ has the ap- 
proximation property. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E and F be complex Banach spaces. The space H&E, F) of the holo- 
morphic mappings from E into F that are uniformly weakly continuous on the 
bounded subsets of E has been studied by several authors in the last twenty 
years. Endowed with the topology 76 of uniform convergence on the bounded 
subsets of E, H,,(E, F) is a Frichet algebra whenever F is a Banach algebra. 
The spectrum of H,,(E, F) was studied by Aron, Cole and Gamelin in [l] for 
F = @ and by Garcia, Lourenco, Moraes and Paques in [7 ] when F is a Banach 
algebra. In this work we are going to consider the space H,,( U, F) of the ho- 
lomorphic mappings from an arbitrary open subset U of E into F that are 
weakly uniformly continuous on the U-bounded sets (we recall that a set B is 
U-bounded if B is a bounded subset of U such that dist(B, 8U) > 0). We will 
study the spectrum of (H,,( U, F), ~b) when U is an absolutely convex open 
subset of E and F is a Banach algebra. 
* Supported in part by CNPq grant 300016/82-4 (Brazil) 
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Throughout E will be a complex Banach space with open unit ball BE, E” 
will denote the bidual of E endowed with the strong topology 0 and F will be a 
complex Banach space (in the first paragraph) or a complex Banach algebra 
with identity lF. As usual w and w* will denote the weak topology on E relative 
to the dual pair (E, E’), and the weak topology on E” relative to the dual pair 
(Et’, E’), respectively. For each B c E let B” = {cp E E’ : lip(x)l 5 1 Vx E B} 
and B”” = {z E Et’ : Iz((p)l 5 1 ‘d(p E B”}. Iff is a mapping from a locally con- 
vex space X into a Banach space Y and B is contained in X, we denote 
s~~N(x)ll by IlfllB F or n E N, P(“E, F) will denote the space of all con- 
tinuous n-homogeneous polynomials from E into F. Whenever F = C, it will be 
omitted in the notation. So, for instance, P(“E) means P(“E, C). 
We refer to [4], [lo], [2] and [8] for backgroud on holomorphic functions in 
infinite dimensions and on Banach and Frechet algebras. 
1. THE SPACE &,(U,F) 
Let E and F be infinite dimensional Banach spaces. For an open subset U of E, 
H,,,,( U, F) denotes the space of the holomorphic mappings from U into F 
which are weakly uniformly continuous on the U-bounded subsets of U and 
Hb( U, F) denotes the space of holomorphic mappings from U into F which are 
bounded on the U-bounded subsets of U. We consider Hb( U, F) endowed with 
the topology rb of uniform convergence on the U-bounded subsets of U. It is 
known that, if U is balanced, the Taylor series of every f E Hb( U, F) at the 
origin converges tof uniformly on the U-bounded subsets of U. By definition, 
P,,(“E, F) := P(“E, F) I-I H,,( U, F). 
Proposition 1.1. Let U be a balanced open subset of E and let f be a hoiomorphic 
mapping from U into F . Then f E H,,( U, F) if akd only if f E Hh( u, F) and 
(d”f(O)/n!) E P,,,,(“E, F)for every n E N. 
Proof. We show as in [3] lemma 2.2 that H,,( U, F) C Hb( U, F). Now, if p > 0 
is such that ABE is U-bounded, we show by using the Cauchy integral formula 
that (d^“f(O)/n!) is w-continuous on ABE for all n E tV and, consequently, 
(k”f (0)/n!) E P,,(“E, F) f or all n E fV. The reverse implication follows from 
the uniform convergence of the Taylor series off at the origin on the U-boun- 
ded subsets of U and from the definitions of P,,(“E, F) and H,,( U, F). q 
It is obvious that for every f E H,,(E, F) we have f l-9 E H,,( U, F). If E = CO 
and U = Bi(O), the mapping g(x) = ~~zo x,” for every x = (x,J~=~ E U is 
an element of H,,,,( U) but there is no f E H,,(E) such thatf/ U = g. 
Now we are going to show that if U is an absolutely convex open subset of an 
infinite dimensional normed space E (real or complex), then we have int U ‘a = 
U BEBcUj B”” where B(U) denotes the family of all U-bounded subsets of U. We 
start with three technical lemmas that will be important in the proof of the 
above equality. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let V be an arbitrary subset of E. Then B c V is V-bounded ifand 
only tfB is bounded and there exists an r > 0 such that B + rBE c V. 
Lemma 1.3. If V is an arbitrary subset of E and B E I3( V), we have: 
(a) there exists p > 1 such that pB E I3( V). 
(b) ifl in addition, V is a balanced open set, then the balanced hull Bb of B is also 
V-bounded. 
Proof. 
(a) Let r > 0 such that B + rBE c V and let A4 > 0 be such that B c MBE. It 
is clear that (1 + &)B + 5 BE c V and, consequently, by lemma 1.2, (1 + &)B 
is V-bounded. 
(b) Let r > 0 such that rBE + rBE c Vand B + rBE c V. Since B is bounded, 
there exists c > 0 such that XB c rBE for every IA1 5 c. If c 2 1 it is clear that we 
have Bb + rBE c V. If 0 < c < 1, then for every X E @ such that c 5 IX] < 1 we 
have XB+~CBE. = X(B+~~BE) c X(B+TBE) c AV c V. Since clearly XB+ 
rCBE C XB + rBe C V if 1x1 5 c we have & + rBE C V. By lemma 1.2 we have 
that Bb is V-bounded. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Let V be a convex neighbourhood of zero. Then: 
(a) For each 0 5 X < 1 there exists r > 0 such that rBE c (1 - X) V and so 
XV+rBEcXV+(l-X)Vc V. 
(b) intV = U05x<, XV. 
Proof. 
(a) Clear. 
(b) Given x E int V, there exists p > 1 such that px E V and consequently 
XE$VCUo<x<, XV. The other inclusion follows from (a). 0 _ 
Remark. Given a U-bounded set B, by lemmas 1.2,1.3 and 1.4 we have that the 
absolutely convex hull of each B E f?(U) is also U-bounded. 
Proposition 1.5. For every absolutely convex open subset U of E we have 
where t3,,( U) denotes the famiiy of all absolutely convex U-boundedsets. 
Proof. As U”” is an absolutely convex closed neighbourhood of 0 in E”, we 
have int U”” = l_JoCxII AU”“. On the other side, given a U-bounded set B, 
there exists 0 < X 2 1 such that B c AU and by [5] (see Remark 1.4 and last 
comment in paragraph 1) we have AU”” = lJ {Boo : B c AU bounded}. Fi- 
nally, given a U-bounded set B, we have that the absolutely convex hull of each 
B E I?(U) is also U-bounded. Cl 
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Our main goal in this paragraph is to show that, if E and F are infinite’di- 
mensional Banach spaces and U is an absolutely convex open subset of E, then 
each f E H,,( U, F) has a unique extension f E H,*,(int U”“, F), where 
H,*,(int U “, F) denotes the space of all holomorphic mappingsf : int U”” + 
F such that f/B is u(E”, E’) (uniformly) continuous for every B E B(int U”). 
Let p,.,(nB, F) be the space of the n-homogeneous polynomials P : E” + F 
such that P/B is c(E”, E’)- continuous for every bounded subset B of E. We 
start by recalling the following result, whose proof can be found in [9], propo- 
sition 3: 
Proposition 1.6. Each P E P,,(“E, F) admits a unique extension p E 
P,*,(“E”,F) and this extension satisjies IIPjjeDO = lIPlIe for every absolutely 
convex bounded subset B of E. 
Now we can state: 
I 
Theorem 1.7. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of E. Then every 
f E H,,,,( U, F) admits a unique extension? E H,.,(int U”“, F). 
Proof. First of all we claim that given L E B(int U”“) there exists B E &(U) 
such that L c B"". Indeed, by lemma 1.3 there exists 0 < X < 1 such that 
L c AU”” = (AU)“” and so, as (AU)“” is an absolutely convex closed neigh- 
bourhood of zero in E”, by [5] remark 1.4 there exists a bounded subset B of 
AU (that we may suppose absolutely convex without loss of generality) such 
that L c B”” c AU”” c int U”“. Since B c AU for some 0 < X < 1, we have 
B E B,,(U) by lemmas 1.4 and 1.2. This proves our claim. 
By proposition 1.5 we have 
int U”” = B& B”” = u jj”(E”,E’) 
UIC BE &C(U) 
(where O,,(U) denotes the set of the absolutely convex U-bounded sets) and the 
unicity of the extension follows clearly. Given f E H,,( U, F), we have 
P, = (@(0)/n!) E P,,(*E, F) for every n E N by Proposition 1.1 and so, 
by Proposition 1.6, each P,, admits a unique extension p,, E P,*JnE”, F) such 
that IIP~lls = ll~&OO f or every B E B&E). Given an arbitrary B E D,,(U), let 
p > 1 be such that pB E B(U). Since f E Hb( U, F) by Proposition 1.1, the 
Cauchy inequality gives llPkllB 5 (l/#)]lf]],s for all k E N and consequently 
I] xi=, &]]BOO 5 c:=, ]]6&= = c,“=, ]lp& 2 ]]fl],~ ckn=m (l/pk). As 
for each L E B(int UoO) there exists B E B,,(U) such that L c B”“, given an 
arbitrary L E B(int U”‘) we have I] Ci,, &]]L 5 ]]fll,s xi=, (l/pk) for 
some B E I3& U) and p > 1. So, (c,“=, &)pE N is a Cauchy sequence in 
the Frechet space (Hb(int U”” ,F), ~b) and the series cpcO & converges. 
Let j? := cpzO & E Hb(int U”” , F). It is clear that f/U =f. Furthermore, 
given any B E L&(U) we have that f/B”” is w *-continuous since 
Ilf - ckn=o p&= --+ 0 as n -+ CC and & E P,,,*u(kE, F) for all k E N. Hence 
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j/L is w*-continuous for every L E LJ(int UoO) and consequently f E 
H,*,(int u”“, F). Cl 
2. THE SPECTRA OF (lf,,(U,F),rg) AND (Ht,(U,F),n) 
In this section E denotes a complex Banach space and F denotes a commu- 
tative Banach algebra with identity. If U is an absolutely convex open subset of 
E, the Frichet algebras (H,,( U, F), ~b) and (Hb( U, F), 76) will be denoted by 
H,,,,( U, F) and Hb( U, F) respectively. For every Frechet algebra A, M(d) will 
denote the spectrum of A i.e., the set of all non zero continuous homomor- 
phisms $ : A + @. We consider the spectrum M(d) of any FrCchet algebra d 
endowed with the w* topology of d’ restricted to M(d). This topology is called 
the Gelfand topology (or the A- convergence topology) and will be denoted by 
76. 
By using techniques similar to that used in [7], we are going to show that if E’ 
has the approximation property and U is an absolutely convex open subset of E 
then there exists a mapping 
17 : M(H,,,U( U,F)) + int U”” x M(F) 
that is injective and onto. This means that M(H,,(U,F)) = int U”” x M(F) 
as sets. We will also get a type of corona theorem (see Proposition 2.2). We start 
by settling some notation. Givenf : U -+@andbEFwedenotebyf @bthe 
mapping from U into F defined byf ~ZJ b :=f(x) . b for all x E U. We denote by 
lF the identity of F and by 1 the mapping from U into @ that takes every x E U 
into 1 E @. To each z E U”” we associate a mapping A, : H,,( U, F) --+ F de- 
fined by A,(f) :=j(z) where f E H,,,.,(int U”“, F) is the (unique) extension of 
f given by theorem 1.3. We also consider the mapping A : M(H,,( U, F)) -+ 
E” defined by A(~)(P) := +(cp/U @I lF) for every 4 E M(H,,(U, F)) and for 
every ‘p E E’ and the mapping B : M(H,,,,( U, F)) -M(F) defined by 
B(+)b) := c$( 1 @ JV) for every 4 E M(H,,( U, F)) and for every y E F. 
Theorem 2.1. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of E. If E’ has the ap- 
proximation property, the mapping 
17 : M(H,,,,( U, F)) --+ int 17”” x M(F) 
defined by n(4) := (A($), B(4)) is injective and onto. 
Proof. Given 4 E M(H,,,,(U, F)) there exist r > 0 and B E a(U) such that 
p(f)/ < 4 whenever f E H&U, F) satisfies llf]le 5 1. As Il’pnlls 5 1 for all 
n>landcpEBO,wehave 
Iqqp/U@3 1F)Y = Mcp"lU@ 1F)I 5 ; 
and hence 
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1 $(cp/U@ 1~) 1 5 -$ for all n 2 1 and cp E B”. 
Consequently IA( < 1 for all cp E B” and we have A(4) E B”” c int U”” 
and 17 is well defined. Now the result follows as in theorem 2.1 of [7]. 0 
Remark. It is easy to check that, whenever E’ has the approximation property, 
M(H,,,,( U, F)) contains an isomorphic copy of (U, IV) x M(F) that is dense in 
M(H,,(U,F)). 
Proposition 2.2. Let U be an absolutely convex open subset of E and suppose that 
E’ has the approximation property. If A : int U O” x M(F) + M(H,,( U, F)) is 
the mapping defined by A(z, X) := X o A, for every (z, X) E int U”” x M(F) 
where X o A,(f) = X(?(z)) Vf E H,,( U, F), then A( U x M(F)) is To-dense in 
M(Htw(U, J’)). 
Proof. It is enough to remark that given z E int U”” = UBEUocCUJ B”“, there 
exists* B E &(U) such that z E B”” and so there exists (z,),~[ c B such that 
z, W, z. The proof follows as in theorem 4.1 of [7]. 0 
An argument similar to that used to prove theorem 4.2 of [7] shows the follow- 
ing 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that U is an absolutely convex subset of E and that E’ has 
the approximation property. If II : M(H,,( U, F)) ---+ int U”” x M(F) is de- 
fined as in theorem 2.1, we have: 
(1) 17 is a continuous mapping from M(H,,(U, F)) onto (int U”“, w*) x 
M(F). 
(2) 17 defines a homeomorphism from {h E M(H,,(U,F)) : [h(f)1 5 
11 f IjsVf E H,,( U, F)} onto (B”“, w”) x M(F) for every B E I?(U). 
Aron, Cole and Gamelin showed in [l] that if E’ has the approximation prop- 
erty then M(Hb(E)) coincides with E” (as a point set) if and only if 
P,,,,(“E) = P(“E) for all n E N. Garcia, Lourenco, Moraes and Paques got in [7] 
a generalization of this result to the case of M(Hb(E, F)) where F is a uniform 
Banach algebra with identity. Next we are going to extend both results to the 
case of M(Hb( U, F.)). 
By using lemma 1.1 of [5] we can prove as in Theorem 1.7 that if U is an ab- 
solutely convex subset of E every f E Hb(U) admits an extension 
f E Hb(int Uoo) such that ]]&OO = Ilf IIB. To each (z, X) E int U”” x M(F) we 
csassociate a mapping 6, o X : Hb(int U>F) -+ @ defined by 6, o X(f) := 
X of(z) for all f E Hb(int U”“, F) where X of denotes the above constructed 
extension of X of to int U”“. It is easy to verify that 6, o X E 
M(Hb(int U”“, F)). Let 8~ : int U”” x M(F) -+ M(Hb(int U”“, F)) be de- 
fined by &(z, X)(f) = 6, o X(f). It is easy to check that 8, is injective and that 
6, 0 A = 6, @ X for every (z, X) E int U”” x M(F) whenever E’ has the approx- 
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imation property. A slight modification of the arguments from Theorem 5.1 of 
[7] proves that if &(int U”” x M(F)) = M(Hb(int U”“,F) then $6’ is 
a homeomorphism from {h E M(Hb( U, F)) : 1 h(f)/ 5 Ilfl&Vf E Hb(U, F)} 
onto (B”“, w*) x M(F) for every B E B(U). 
. We recall that the Gelfand transform of b E F is the complex valued function * 
b : M(F) + @ defined by b(X) = X(b). It is well known that the Gelfand trans- 
form establishes an algebra homomorphism of F onto P = {b : b E F} c 
C(M (F)) (see PI, P. 4). 
Theorem 2.4. Let E be a Banach space with the approximation property and F be 
a commutative Banach algebra with identity such that F is isomorphically iso- 
metric to k under the Gelfand transform. The following are equivalent: 
(1) P,,(“E, F) = P(“E, F) for ailn E N 
(2) 6, defines a bijection from int U”” x M(F) onto M(Hb( U, F)) for all ab- 
solutely convex open subset U of E (in particular for U = E). 
(3) s^” de$nes a bijection from int U”” x M(F) onto M(Hb(U, F)) for some 
absolutely convex open subset U of E. 
Proof. If P,,(“E, F) = P(“E, F) for all n E N, we have Hb( U, F) = H,,( U, F) 
for all absolutely convex open subsets U of E and by theorem 2.2 S^U is a bijec- 
tion from int U”” x M(F) onto Hb( U, F) = H,,( U, F). It is obvious that (2) 
implies (3) and the same argument used to prove theorem 5.2 of [7] shows that 
(3) implies (1). 0 
Remarks: (1) By [3], proposition 2.7, P,,(“E, F) = P(“E, F) means that 
P(“E, F) is the closure of span{cp” cs b : p E E’, b E F} in the usual norm to- 
pology whenever E’ has the approximation property. 
(2) The uniform Banach algebras and the commutative B*-algebras are ex- 
amples of Banach algebras where F is isomorphically isometric tok under the 
Gelfand transform (see [6] 1.7.1, and [8] 4.1.1). 
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